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CLUES VAST SHIPMENTS OF ARMY SUPPI "s | FOR PEACE IN FAR FAST 

fo uh - 
fussia's Reply to Japan Said te Be 

Satisfactory. 

GREAT BRITAIN'S GOOD WORK. 
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COLUMBIA WILL FIGHT PANAMA 

Reported Tha! th: Former Geversmeat is 

Abou! te Organiz: Expedition. 

SCHOOLMARM THE HIGHWAYMAN? 

Miss Hattie Pilcher Accused of Assisting in 

Holdup That Failed. 
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Reported Firing ou Russian Steamer. 

Cable) ~The Chefoo 

the Daily Mail says 

arrived there re. 

London (By 
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ports that the Russian steamer Argun, 

upon which he was a passenger from 

Nagasaki to Port Dalny, was fired at 
{ by a Japanese warship outside of Che- 
mulpo harbor. Three shots were fired 
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Viceroy Alexiff is better, the corre. 
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his room 
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[DEAD TAKEN FROM MINE 
| Burial Processions and Rescu:rs Pass 

Each Other on Road. 

ERALS OF MANY VICTIMS. 
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